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ABSTRACT

A structure consisting of J\f pairs of inorganic semiconductor and organic quantum

wires is considered theoretically. In such an isolated pair of wires, while the intrawire

coupling forms Wannier-Mott exciton in an inorganic semiconductor quantum wire and

Frenkel exciton in an organic one, the interwire coupling gives rise to hybrid excitons

residing within the pair. When N pairs of wires are packed together 2 / / new mixed

hybrid modes appear that are the true elementary excitations and can hop throughout the

whole structure. Energies and wave functions of such hopping mixed hybrid excitations

are derived analytically in detail accounting for the global interwire coupling and the

different polarization configurations.

MIRAMARE - TRIESTE

October 1995

I. INTRODUCTION

An important branch of today condensed matter physics has been the physics and ap-

plications of low-dimensional quantum heterostructures. Most of works' have dealt with

inorganic semiconductor quantum heterostructures since such are now available in world-

wide laboratories. Less has been done2 for organic molecular quantum heterostructures.

Recently, however, there has arisen a surge in the latter line of research because at least

of two reasons. First, several types of organic quantum heterostructures can be found in

nature, namely organic J and H aggregates of dyes3, charge-transfer compounds such as

anthracene PMDA< and so on. Second, novel techniques of organic molecular beam deposi-

tion have also made available artificial unusual superlattices5 comprising alternating layers

of two crystalline organic materials.

Some fascinating optical6 and electronic" properties of organic multilayer quantum wells

have been discussed. In Ref. 8 a theoretical heterostructure consisting of an inorganic semi-

conductor and an organic quantum well interfaced with each other has been proposed and

hybrid interface excitons have been predicted. A similar problem but between the two types

of wires has also been posed and solved in Ref. 9. Although the heterostructures considered

in Refs. 8, 9 have not yet been produced up to now, their unique physical properties allow

one to expect future novel and useful practical applications. Therefore, further theoretical

investigations of such structures are worth developing.

In this paper we try to extend the theoretical model in Ref. 9 to the case of a collection

of alternating semiconductor and organic quantum wires. We call it a multiple composite

quantum wire structure (MCQWS). Although there were works dealing with simpler struc-

tures consisting only of one type of periodic semiconductor quantum wires10 studies on such

MCQWSs as in the present paper have been, to the best of our knowledge, still missing. We

wish to derive exact analytical expressions for the eigen-energies and eigen-wave-functions

of MCQWS. This turns out to be possible as will be shown. For a sake of systematic presen-

tation we organize our paper as follows. In Sections II and III quasi-one dimensional (Q1D)



Wannier-Mott and ID Frenkel excitons in an isolated wire are revised. Section IV derives the

interaction between two wires of the same or different types. A collection of 2JV alternating

inorganic and organic quantum wires is studied in Section V where the eigen-energy and

eigen-wave-function problem is solved from first principles showing explicit dependences on

all the parameters involved. A short discussion serves as the final section.

II. A SINGLE SQW

Consider a single semiconductor quantum wire (SQW) of macroscopic length L which

stretches along the 2 direction and has a very small but finite cross section in the xy plane.

Such a wire is of course a Q1D system. Suppose that at low excitation one electron (e) is

lifted into the conduction band leaving behind one hole (h) in the valence band. Motion

of the carriers is free in the z direction but limited in the xy plane due to the quantum

confinement potentials (QCP's) bringing about various subbands. The Hamiltonian of the

interacting e-h pair in second quantization representation is

where s, s' the subband indices, p, q, <f the ID wave vectors in the z direction, and e, e+

[h, h+) the electron (hole) operators. The carrier energies are

, _ P2

with 0 = e or h, Es the bulk band gap energy, mp the carrier effective mass, and ua, the

eigenvalues of the following equation (here and hereafter the system of units in which the

Plank constant h and the velocity of light in vacuum c are set equal to unity, h = c = I. is

used)

In Eq. (3) f>0 = xg + yp and Up[pp) the carrier QCP's. The eigenfunctions fp, depend on

the kind of the QCP. For an infinite circular QCP of radius R the ground state [s = 0)

eigenfunctions of Eq. (3) are identical for both electron and hole"

3

f[p) S fpo{pg) =
MBp/R)

(4)

where Jo, Ji the Bessel functions and 0 = 2.405 the first zero of the function Jo, while the

corresponding eigenvalues differ for the electron and hole

(5)

(6)

The function v,,<(q) is the Fourier transform of the effective e-h interaction12

V.A-) =

where Q the elementary charge and £„, the dielectric constant of the SQW material. At low

l-vel of excitation and in the spectral region below but near the band gap the interacting e-h

pair is most likely to be ir their bound state called Wannier-Mott exciton whose operators

[to, n>+) in terms of the carrier operators can be written as

0 . . - = —7= y < (T)

where v the exciton quantum number, i) = mk/(mc + m;,), /?„• = f dpfc,[p)fhAp), and

4>iai'[P) ' s ' ' l e Fourier transform of the real space envelope function $u,,-(
z) describing the e-h

relative motion. On account of the orthonormalization conditions of the envelope functions,

the relation (7) can be reversed as

1
e^/iy- = —/=22<1>13A<I ~*r?(P + <7))£'Ij'u\Ij,'p+,f • (8)

Applying the insertion technique13'14 we are able to cast Hch into Hw in terms of the Wannier-

Mott exciton operators

with exciton total energy

k2

We, + UJh,' + UW,, ' .

(9)

(10)



The exciton binding energy uwl,al> and the above mentioned real space envelope function

$./j.'(z) satisfy a pure ID Schrodinger equation

I <P
1 = 0 (11)2mek dz*

with meh = mtm/,/(mc+rJn) and V,,'(z) defined by Eq. (6). In what follows we shall only be

interested in the carrier lowest subbands s = s' = 0 and thus suppress writing the subband

indices for brevity. We also limit ourselves to the ground state of exciton v ~ i/0. Because

i/0 is not zero and, moreover, is /^-dependent, we keep it in evidence. Concerning V(:) it

should depend on the wire radius R since the functions fp do. Numerical evaluations"-12

have shown that V(z) can be very well approximated by a long-range interaction with a

cusp-type cutoff as

Q2

V{z) = - - (12)

where A is a parameter to fit Eq. (12) into Eq. (6). Note, if Eq. (4) is used in Eq. (6), the

coincidence between Eqs. (6) and (12) is nice for A = 0.3 in the case of GaAs/GaTAlt-xAs

SQW's". When Eq. (12) is used in Eq. (11) the ground state exciton envelope function

$n(.z) and the corresponding binding energy uwn can be solved analytically. As a result,

we have obtained (see, e.g., Ref. 15)

\z\)/r3Du0), uw,, = - % , (13)

r . .j -i -1/2

where Nn = [^DVoJ^ |Wi,.i/j(fl| dfj , Rn = 2Afl/r3D</0, lt^,1/2 the Whittaker func-

tion, r3D the 3D exciton Bohr radius, E3o the 3D exciton Rydberg, and u0 is related to the

wire radius by 2fa\n(Rlv) + 1 = 0.

III. A SINGLE OQW

Now consider a single organic quantum well (OQW) which is a monochain of an organic

material. Suppose that the OQW is aligned parallel to the SQW and contains a macroscop-

ically large number N of unit cites each of which has one identical 2-level molecule. At low

5

excitation one molecule is excited and the excitation energy can be transferred from site

to site forming a coherent elementary excitation known as Frenkel exciton. In terms of the

Frenkel exciton operators denoted by f£ and /f the Hamiltonian of the OQW is

The Frenkel exciton energy reads

(14)

(15)

with A the energy required for a molecule to be excited from its ground state, M the change

in energy caused by the interaction of all the molecules with ow. of them when the latter is

excited. In the Ar-dependent term j , j ' = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . , ±N, a the intermolecular spacing,

and 7j;. describes the excitation transfer between molecules j and f. The Frenkel exciton

operator fi (/j) and the operator Af (.4,) that excites (deexcites) molecule j are related

to each other as

(16)

IV. A PAIR OF WIRES

The Wannier-Mott exciton being a bound e-h pair possesses an electric dipole moment

dw. The polarization operator Vw(z) for the Wannier-Mott exciton reads

7 7

L - * p *"f -f-|> p' \TL "° V n "°
kp *

Note, for the ground states *„, and D are real. We assume an infinite QCP and have

D = 1 because of a 100 % confinement of the carriers inside the SQW. The SQW produces

an electrostatic field whose operator £w(r) at point f outside the wire is determined by

•.(VJZ).V)V ,!. , (18)



where cell accounts for the screening effect. As regards the OQW, each of its molecules is

assumed to possess an equal point-like dipole moment dj. The polarization operator Vt(aj)

for the Frenkel exciton reads

^V(ai) = dj \A* + Aj) = —-Lz ̂ 2 f/j + f+S\ e'*OJ. (19)
k

The operator £/(r) of the electrostatic field produced by the OQW at point r outside it has

the form

(20)

Let the separation between two parallel wires be I which is large compared with the trans-

verse size of the wires. The magnitude of the interaction between a SQW and an OQW

between two SQW's

and between two OQW's

0), (23)

can be evaluated by substitution of Eqs. (17)-(20) into Eqs. (21)-(23). As a result, we have

arrived at

(0)
wiln(l,k, du,l,dwi),

(24)

(25)

(26)

In Eqs. (24)-(26) £f is the dielectric constant of the OQW material, e = (ew + £/)/2 and

daco^kc) [ - - 3 (dc • fe,) (dj • t)
,3/j °C • di -TITS (27)

with &„ = ly/y + azjz and (C = ">, $ = / ) or (C, = toi, f = u>2), while

Fflh(l,k,dtt,dh) = (28)

with 6, = ly/y + ajz/z. Precisely, one has to sum over j for f/,/2- However, because the

actual values of interest of k in optical phenomena are such that ka <g L, the presence of a

slow modulation ~ cos(fcaj) allows one to convert the sum into an integral. This integral

can be shown to coincide with those defined by Eq. (27). Then the three equations (21)-(23)

can be written by one general formula as

with C, f denoting types of wire, iJw = 24>l,(0)/ex/a, -,W1V2 = 2$Jl)(0)/£u., and ihh = 2/eja.

One can easily notice the relation £2pju. ~ £w£jgww9j{ for any given set of /, k, dw and dj.

In 3D the dipolar interaction depends sensitively on the orientation of the vectors d(, <f{

and it (see, e.g., Ref. 16). In our problem here only the orientation of d{ and d( plays a role.

We suppose d( || <fj and consider three cases in which both the dipole moments point to (i)

the J axis: i-polarization, (ii) the z axis: c-polarization, and (Hi) the y axis: y-polarization.

As a result of integration of (27) we have got

(30)

(31)

F^^kJiJc), (32)

(i) F^kJcJz) = rfcdtfc

(ii) F};\l,kJ(J() = d(d(k
2K0[lk),

(iii) F$(l,kJ(Jt) = -F£\l,kjod

where A'o and K\ are the modified Bessel functions of second kind. Of importance is the

behavior of the interwire interaction in the long wave-length limit A: —> 0 in which the

excitons are optically created. Since Wxn^ol2k2Ka{lk) = 0 the wires in the case of the

^-polarization behave as uncoupled wires under the action of light. On the other side, in

the case of the x- and y-polarization, due to linu-,o lkK\(lk) = 1, the wires become strongly

coupled when being excited by light. Furthermore, the wires attract each other (repulse

each from another) when they are y-polarized (x-polarized). Recall here that in the case of

8



quantum wells the interwell dipolar interaction vanishes as k -¥ 0 for all the three x-, y- and

z-polarizations14'81'7. These contrast behaviors between multiple wells and wires may have

a sense to decide what kind of heterostructures should better be exploited for carrying out

optical experiments.

V. A COLLECTION OF WIRES

Anticipate that we now have a planar collection of 2Af parallel, alternating SQW's and

OQVV's, an equal distance d one away from another. Let the wires lie in the y: plane in which

the r axis is chosen parallel to the wires. An additional label n is acquired to enumerate

the wires. Let the SQWs be located at positions corresponding to 2ri - 1 and the OQVV's

at position 2n with n running from 1 to AT. The Hamiltonian of the MCQWS in which the

wires are globally coupled is

« = E E {<.(*K_lf««w

E

•«W-itJ} • (33)

where we dropped the index i/0 in operators u; (u>+) and the prime indicates n' ^ n. The

interwire interactions gtfm(k) = g(((\n — m\d,k) were determined by Eq. (29). Using the

properties g«m(k) = g«m(k) = S«n(fc) = &n(k) casts Eq. (33) into

n - n'\d,

n - n') - l|d, ..j + <_,;/

(34)

Note a delicate thing as follows. Take the last square brackets in Eq. (34) which has

a prefactor 1/2. If we formally make in the last (first) two terms of these brackets an

exchange n «-> n', they would coincide with the first (last) two terms killing the prefactor 1/2.

Nonetheless, an allowable exchange n <-r n' should be taken in the four terms simultaneously

but not separately as done above due to different relative distances between a VVannier-Mott

and a Frenkel exciton in .any two SQVV-OQVV pairs. Namely, for fixed n and n' > n (n' < n)

the terms proportional to gu.j(\2(n - v') - 1 \d, k) describe the interaction between the SQVV

at position 2n — 1 and the OQVV at position 2n' whose distance is farther (nearer) than

that between the SQVV at position 2n' - 1 and the OQW at position 2n with the mutual

interaction described by 9w/(\'2{n - n') + i\d,k). We need to find the eigen-wave-function *

and the eigen-energy fi of the above Hamiltonian: H9 = ft*. Several formal steps are in

order to this end. First, we decompose H as follows

Comparing Eqs. (34) and (35) yields

(35)

,f]} • 06)

uu..(2|n - n'\d,*)<..,£»„,_,£ + g/I(2\n - n V . ^ - j

\ [sw/(|2(n - n') - \\d,k) (dt»2B_1£+ <_,£/»»•£)

|2(n - n') + l\d,k) (/2
+

n^2n._,j + <,.»-/,„?)]}+ f i l l /O*7\

t + "J
2n' U-^ntjJj • (37)

Since the SQW-OQW coupling in //„ is independent of n, this part can be diagonalized by

transforming to new operators 6onf (6*nj) related to operators u>2n_|jt and /2nji as

n-,£ = E = E »-(* k)bini, (38)

10



where the n-independent real coefficients uQ(d, k) and vo(d, k) are given by (For an uncer-

tainty regarding the sign of ua(<f,fc) and its sign choice see, e.g., Ref. 18)

,-1/2

, va{d,k)= "° ' g / l" ( ' , (39)

with

Ea(d,k) = l- t) + iw(,k) + {—l)°yj[(.j{k) - £„(

Then in terms of 6-operators Eqs. (36) and (37) become

Hn = TEo(d,k)b+ ,b , ,

ok

kaa'

with GOQ.(« - n\d,k) = i [ffom,(2|n - n'\d,k)ua{d,k)uAd,k)

(40)

(41)

(42)

The MCQWS under study here looks like composed of unit blocks each of which has one

SQW and one OQW. That is, a SQW-OQW pair serves as an unit block. The excitations

described by fc-operators reside within a unit block having energies £Q(d, k). These energies

Ea{d, k) are nothing else but those of the hybrid excitons found in Ref. 9 which are valid for

one isolated pair of wires only. The part //„„< causes a hopping of the excitations between

unit blocks in the direction perpendicular to the wires. To describe this hopping let us look

at H in another way as

E'«—• (44)

l l

The prime in the second sum excludes the terms with a = a' which are already contained

in the first sum. Comparing Eqs. (44) and (35) with Hn and //„„• taken from Eqs. (41) and

(42) yields

«- = E 'Gao(n - »', d, k) [b*^anS

'Gwf" - «', d, k) \blwibiini + b+

(45)

(46)

As can be checked from Eq. (43), the functions Goo{n - n',d,k) turn out to depend only

on \n — n'\. This simplifies W,, to

«» = E £ ' O , a ( | n -n'Ufc)6+BlJE&aBJ .
nn' J

(47)

Thanks to obvious periodicity with a period 2d, 7io can be diagonalized by formally intro-

ducing "mathematical collective excitations" whose operators are labelled by Ba^ (.B+j.)

with q being the wave-vector in the direction perpendicular to the wires (here the y axis)

For large M the allowed values of q can be determined by the ryclic boundary conditions

which give q = <jm = mir/Nd; m = 0, 1, . . . , M — 1. After substitution of Eq. (48) into

Eqs. (47) and (46), Mo gets the form

5oft-. (49)
» • *

with

and Tiaa1 is

with

Sa{d, 7, k) = Ea(d, k)

,-£

A T - l

(50)

(51)

12



£aa.(d, q, k) = 52'Gaa.(p, d, k)e2i'd". (52)
p

The presence of "Haa' in addition to Ua signals that the hybrid excitons predicted in Ref. 9,

while being uncoupled within a unit block, become coupled when the interaction between

wire pairs is "switched-on". At this point, we introduce a new representation in which

the hybrid excitons are to be mixed to form the true physical elementary excitations of

the whole MCQWS which are hopping and independent of each other. The operators B -j

(B*jj) ° ^ s u c n hopping mixed hybrid excitations are related to the operators Bo^ (B+ -) in

the following way

i

The complex coefficients U^(d, q, k) and V»{d, q, k) are given by

U,,(d,q,k) = 1 + —
[ [WB(a, q, k) — £](</, q, k

where

(54)

(55)

Note that by direct manipulations £/„(«/, q, k) are only determined to the accuracy of an

arbitrary phase factor exp(f^). Here, in Eq. (54) U^(d,q,k) is obtained by choosing <j> = 0

(In our problem the physical results are unaffected by the choice of <f>). The final Hamiltonian

of the MCQWS gets diagonalized as

The energies ilv(d, q,k), for a given value of k, represent 2JV eigen-energies of the whole

MCQWS in which all the wires are coupled to each other, i.e., the interwire interaction acts

globally. The system eigen-wave-function of course has the form

13

VI. DISCUSSION

In conclusion, the Hamiltonian of the MCQWS in which the wires are globally coupled

has been solved exactly. The resulting eigen-modes with energies il,,(d, q,k) and wave func-

tions tf^-j may, as already mentioned in Ref. 9, gain good features of both types of excitons

such as large radius and strong oscillator strength. With such good features absent in con-

ventional heterostructures MCQWSs may be very useful for applications to optoelectronic

devices. While waiting for MCQWSs to be successfully prepared, theoretical investigations

can still go in advance. It is of special significance to know the optical responses of such

MCQWSs. In the presence of a radiation field it is the hopping mixed hybrid excitations

obtained above for the whole structure rather than the hybrid excitons9 of a pair or the

excitons of a wire that interact with the photon to give the proper optical responses. The

obtained analytic expressions for the wave functions would be helpful for evaluating linear

and nonlinear susceptibilities to investigate properties of the light-MCQWS system. Radia-

tive lifetimes and polaritons in such MCQWSs might exhibit unusual features differing from

those studied in Refs. 10

Among the parameters there are several which can be man-controllabie. These are SQW

radius R, interwire spacing rf and number M of wire pairs. Since explicit analytic depen-

dences on R, d and J\f are available in our results, the theory may guide to predict the "best"

(optimal) values of these parameters for a certain purpose of application. However, when jV

is not large enough the cyclic boundary conditions would fail. Under this circumstance the

size-dependence becomes crucial and nonlocal effects come into play. On account of realistic

boundary conditions due to finite size of MCQWS not only hopping but also localized mixed

hybrid excitations could appear. A suitable and powerful theoretical approach to nonlocal

effects of finite-size systems has been that developed in Ref. 19 allowing calculations of the

optical responses with hopping/localized eigen-states taken into account and ABC-problems

avoided.
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